"As of June of 2019 the following is the platform of the Green Party of Arkansas as voted in by active GP members throughout the year 2019. These can be revised and edited after a 3/4 vote to do so by active members."

Economic Freedom and Justice

- **Statewide Public Transportation System**: Creates thousands of good paying jobs, will incentivise investments in infrastructure, cuts down on emissions, gives the elderly, the disabled and the working class an alternative way to get to work, to the doctor, or to see their friends and families, creates revenue.

- **Medicare for Y'all**: cut out the bureaucracy within the healthcare system, allows medical professionals to focus on healthcare rather than appeasing insurance companies with absurd amounts of paperwork, this saves lives, saves taxpayers money, guarantees healthcare to all Arkansans as a right.

- **Legalize Recreational Marijuana**: Increased revenue, increased personal freedom, allows law enforcement to focus on higher priority, more dangerous criminal activity. Save taxpayers money by releasing those with non-violent marijuana related convictions.

- **15 Dollar an hour minimum wage**: creates jobs, grows the economy, brings thousands of people out of poverty and allows them to become active in the economy again, acting as a much needed stimulus for this state.
**Green New Deal**

- Create thousands of good paying clean energy jobs
- Tax incentives for residents and businesses who make the switch to solar
- End the monopolization of energy in AR, thereby lowering electric bills for the public
- Jobs created by the GND will offset those lost from the eventual closing of Arkansas Nuclear One.

**Electoral Reform**

- Ranked Choice Voting
- Increase Ballot Access
- Move Back to Paper Ballots
- **Auto-Registration**- at age 18
• **Create a State Holiday**- for general elections so that everyone has the chance to participate in elections.

• **End the Gerrymandering**- Allow an independent council to create districts evenly